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THE PRESIDENT’S ROLE IN ADVANCING CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM

Barack Obama∗

INTRODUCTION

Presidencies can exert substantial influence over the direction of the U.S. criminal justice system. Those privileged to serve as President and in senior roles in the executive branch have an obligation to use that influence to enhance the fairness and effectiveness of the justice system at all phases. How we treat citizens who make mistakes (even serious mistakes), pay their debt to society, and deserve a second chance reflects who we are as a people and reveals a lot about our character and commitment to our founding principles. And how we police our communities and the kinds of problems we ask our criminal justice system to solve can have a profound impact on the extent of trust in law enforcement and significant implications for public safety.

Criminal justice reform has been a focus of my entire career — even since before my time at the Harvard Law Review. As a community organizer, I saw firsthand how our criminal justice system exacerbates inequality. It takes young people who made mistakes no worse than my own and traps them in an endless cycle of marginalization and punishment. More than twenty years ago, I wrote about my experience in neighborhoods where “prison records had been passed down from father to son for more than a generation.”1 As a state legislator in Illinois, I worked with law enforcement and civil rights leaders to push for reduced sentences, videotaped police interrogations, and other reforms, including legislation in favor of second chances and against racial profiling.2 As a candidate for President, I called for addressing unwarranted disparities in criminal sentencing, emphasized the harms
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of profiling, and set out new initiatives to help the formerly incarcerated earn second chances.3

Throughout my time in office, using an array of tools and avenues, I have pushed for reforms that make the criminal justice system smarter, fairer, and more effective at keeping our communities safe. I have tried to bring that case directly to the American people in a number of unprecedented ways. I sat down in the Oval Office with rank-and-file police officers4 and saw up close how a new way of policing has brought hope to cities written off for being among the country’s most dangerous.5 As the first sitting President to go inside a federal prison, I heard directly from prisoners and corrections officers.6 I consolled the families of fallen police officers and the families of children killed by gun violence.7 I met with men and women battling drug abuse, rehab coaches, and those working on new solutions for treatment.8 I have sought to reinvigorate the use of the clemency power, commuting more federal sentences than my eleven predecessors combined.9 I launched programs that have expanded opportunity and


mentoring for young people, including boys and young men of color who disproportionately suffer from our current system’s failings. And I signed sentencing reform legislation and met with members of Congress from both parties who share my belief that criminal justice reform is a priority. At the same time, I also made a point of emphasizing the importance of maintaining a strong justice system and underscored how that system depends on public servants who devote their lives to promoting the rule of law and ensuring public safety.

Criminal justice is a complex system, administered at all levels of government and shaped by a range of actors. Thanks to the dedicated efforts of so many in my Administration, the bipartisan push for reform from federal, state, and local officials, and the work of so many committed citizens outside government, America has made important strides. We have reduced overlong sentences for offenders and re-


11 President Barack Obama, Remarks by the President at the NAACP Conference (July 14, 2015), https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/07/14/remarks-president-naacp-conference [https://perma.cc/2ZGZ-7FJM] (“Our communities are safer, thanks to brave police officers and hardworking prosecutors who put those violent criminals in jail.”); see also Obama, supra note 7 (“[Y]our work and your service really has helped make America safer than it’s been in decades, and that’s something for which every American should be proud.”); President Barack Obama, Remarks by the President at Memorial Service for Fallen Dallas Police Officers (July 12, 2016), https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2016/07/12/remarks-president-memorial-service-fallen-dallas-police-officers [https://perma.cc/XV64-YHGJ] (“Like police officers across the country, these men and their families shared a commitment to something larger than themselves. They weren’t looking for their names to be up in lights. They’d tell you the pay was decent but wouldn’t make you rich . . . . [T]he reward comes in knowing that our entire way of life in America depends on the rule of law; that the maintenance of that law is a hard and daily labor; that in this country, we don’t have soldiers in the streets or militias setting the rules. Instead, we have public servants — police officers . . . .”).
moved barriers for those with criminal records. We have made progress in helping people, especially young people, avoid getting entangled in the justice system in the first place. This Commentary talks about those achievements — and the tools Presidents can use to effect meaningful change throughout the system. And it emphasizes the continuing historic opportunity to make further progress.

Part I details the current criminal justice landscape and emphasizes the urgent need for reform. It would be a tragic mistake to treat criminal justice reform as an agenda limited to certain communities. All Americans have an interest in living in safe and vibrant neighborhoods, in raising their children in a country of equal treatment and second chances, and in entrusting their liberty to a justice system that remains true to our highest ideals. We simply cannot afford to spend $80 billion annually on incarceration, to write off the seventy million Americans — that’s almost one in three adults — with some form of criminal record,12 to release 600,000 inmates each year without a better program to reintegrate them into society, or to ignore the humanity of 2.2 million men and women currently in U.S. jails and prisons13 and over 11 million men and women moving in and out of U.S. jails every year.14 In addition, we cannot deny the legacy of racism that continues to drive inequality in how the justice system is experienced by so many Americans.

Part II shows how the President can drive significant reform at the federal level. Working with Congress, my Administration helped secure bipartisan sentencing reform legislation reducing the crack-to-powder-cocaine disparity. As an executive branch, we’ve been able to make important changes to federal charging policies and practices, the administration of federal prisons, and federal policies relating to reentry. And through the presidential pardon power, I have commuted the sentences of more than 1000 prisoners. Even though there are important structural and prudential constraints on how the President can directly influence criminal enforcement, these changes illustrate that presidential administrations can and do shape the direction of the federal criminal justice system in lasting and profound ways.

Part III details the approaches that Presidents can take to promote change at the state and local level, recognizing that the state and local

---

13 Id.
justice systems tend to have a far broader and more pervasive impact on the lives of most Americans than does the federal justice system. While the President and the executive branch play a less direct role in these systems, there are still opportunities — as my Administration’s work demonstrates — to advance reform through a combination of federal-local partnerships, the promulgation of best practices, enforcement, federal grant programs, and assembling reform-minded jurisdictions struggling with similar challenges.

Part IV highlights some of the work that remains, focusing on reforms that are supported by broad consensus and could be completed in the near term. These include passing bipartisan criminal justice reform legislation in Congress, adopting commonsense measures to keep firearms out of the hands of those who are a threat to others or themselves, finding better ways to address the tragic opioid epidemic in this country, implementing critical reforms to forensic science, improving criminal justice data, and using technology to enhance trust in and the effectiveness of law enforcement.

I. THE URGENT NEED FOR REFORM

It’s hard to deny the urgent need for reform. In 1980, there were less than half a million inmates in U.S. state and federal prisons and jails. Today, that figure stands at an estimated 2.2 million, more than any other country on Earth. Many people who commit crimes deserve punishment, and many belong behind bars. But too many, especially nonviolent drug offenders, serve unnecessarily long sentences. With just 5% of the world’s population, the United States incarcerates nearly 25% of the world’s prisoners. We keep more people behind bars than the top thirty-five European countries combined, and our rate of incarceration dwarfs not only other Western allies but also countries like Russia and Iran.

---


16 Id.


There is a growing consensus across the U.S. political spectrum that the extent of incarceration in the United States is not just unnecessary but also unsustainable. And it is not making our communities safer. The federal government spends more than $7 billion a year to house prisoners, nearly a third of the Department of Justice’s budget and a figure that crowds out spending on other critical public safety initiatives. As Deputy Attorney General Sally Yates noted recently,

19 Data obtained from Inst. for Criminal Policy Research & World Prison Brief, Highest to Lowest — Prison Population Rate, PRISONSTUDIES.ORG, http://www.prisonstudies.org/highest-to-lowest/prison_population_rate?field_region_taxonomy_tid=All [https://perma.cc/7MGAR]. This ranking excludes territories and countries with populations of less than 200,000. See also ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES ON INCARCERATION, supra note 17, at 24 fig. 18 (compiling the same statistics from 2015).


21 See Sally Q. Yates, Deputy Att’y Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Deputy Attorney General Sally Q. Yates Delivers McNamara Memorial Lecture at Fordham University (Nov. 14, 2016), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/deputy-attorney-general-sally-q-yates-delivers-mcnamara-memorial-lecture-fordham [https://perma.cc/TGM-6ZZV] (“The Justice Department’s prison and detention costs have increased by almost three billion dollars in the past decade alone and now account for roughly one third of the department’s budget. This comes with significant public safety consequences because the growing [Bureau of Prisons (BOP)] budget is crowding out everything else we do at the department.”); see also CHARLES COLSON TASK FORCE ON FEDERAL CORRECTIONS, TRANSFORMING PRISONS, RESTORING LIVES 14 (2016), http://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/alfresco/publication-pdfs/2000586-Transforming-Prisons-Restoring-Lives.pdf [https://perma.cc/R24X-PKZJ] (“The BOP’s growth and size have created a tremendous financial burden for the federal government, requiring significant investment in basic housing and infrastructure...”)
every dollar that the Department of Justice spends on excessive sentences for nonviolent drug offenses represents "a dollar we don’t have for investigating emerging threats, from hackers to home-grown terrorists. And it’s a dollar we don’t have to support state and local law enforcement with more cops on the street and crucial programs for prevention, intervention and reentry." If one includes the cost of jail and prison at the state and local level, the total U.S. budget for incarceration rises to a staggering $81 billion, enough to fund transformative initiatives like universal preschool for every three- and four-year-old in America — initiatives that can change the odds for so many kids, including by keeping them out of the juvenile and criminal justice systems in the first place.

Total expenditures on incarceration, moreover, only begin to capture the true costs of our flawed approach to criminal justice. An estimated seventy million Americans — roughly a third of the adult population — have some type of criminal record, which can trigger a whole host of stigmas and restrictions, including barriers to employment, voting, education, housing, and public benefits. Each year, more than eleven million Americans cycle in and out of jails, impairing their ability to work and support their families. And in too many communities — especially communities of color and those struggling with poverty and addiction — the justice system has touched almost every family. The costs of maintaining this system are nothing short of breathtaking. We sacrifice billions of taxpayer dollars and waste untold human capital on a system that shuffles too many young people from underfunded schools to overcrowded jails. And leaving few resources for the important work of supporting rehabilitation and successful reentry.

22 Yates, supra note 21.
25 ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES ON INCARCERATION, supra note 17, at 45–51 (2016).
26 Wagner, supra note 14.
27 See generally SARA E. REDFIELD & JASON P. NANCE, AM. BAR ASS’N, SCHOOL-TO-PRISON PIPELINE: PRELIMINARY REPORT (2016), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam
even as violent crime has plummeted over the past two decades, the evidence indicates that our massive levels of incarceration have not made us safer.\textsuperscript{28}

How we got to this point is a complicated story. The policies of the 1980s and 1990s occurred against a backdrop of criminal activity that was ravaging our communities, especially our poor neighborhoods and communities of color.\textsuperscript{29} The push in that period for stricter laws, longer sentences, and more vigilant policing was not limited to one party or one community.\textsuperscript{30} Unfortunately, the impact of those policies has been anything but evenly distributed.\textsuperscript{31} If we are to chart honestly the path for criminal justice reform, we must confront the role of race and bias in shaping the policies that led us to this point.\textsuperscript{32}


\textsuperscript{30} See GROWTH OF INCARCERATION, supra note 29, at 70–103; see also Rachel E. Barkow, Clemency and Presidential Administration of Criminal Law, 90 N.Y.U. L. REV. 802, 819 (2015) (“Elected officials responded to . . . public fear and dissatisfaction [with a ‘too lenient’ justice system] by taking ever-tougher stances on crime. Republicans embraced the strategy first, but Democrats quickly followed. Key interests have also pushed for more expansive and tougher criminal laws, including prosecutors, victims’ rights organizations, rural communities that may depend on prisons for jobs, private prison companies, and corrections unions.”). Bryan Stevenson, a member of my Task Force on 21st Century Policing, has said that under the current justice system, it is often “better if you’re rich and guilty than if you’re poor and innocent.” Bryan Stevenson, \textit{We Need to Talk About an Injustice}, TED (Mar. 2012), https://www.ted.com/talks/bryan_stevenson_we_need_to_talk_about_an_injustice/transcript?language=en; see also BRYAN STEVENSON, JUST MERCY 18 (2014) (“[T]he opposite of poverty is not wealth; the opposite of poverty is justice.”).

\textsuperscript{31} For example, studies have suggested no statistically significant difference in the rate of current drug use across races and ethnicities though the arrest and conviction rate for African Americans for drug crimes is significantly higher. See U.S. DEP’T OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVS., RESULTS FROM THE 2013 NATIONAL SURVEY ON DRUG USE AND HEALTH: SUMMARY OF NATIONAL FINDINGS 26 (2014), http://www.samhsa.gov/data/sites/default/files/NSDUHresultsPDFWHTML2013/Web/NSDUHresults2013.pdf.

It was no accident that the setting for my most expansive public address on this topic was the NAACP.\textsuperscript{33} That’s because many of the most tragic failings of the justice system are disproportionately felt by communities of color.\textsuperscript{34} A large body of research finds that, for similar offenses, members of the African American and Hispanic communities are more likely to be stopped, searched, arrested, convicted, and sentenced to harsher penalties.\textsuperscript{35} Rates of parental incarceration are two to seven times higher for African American and Hispanic children.\textsuperscript{36} Over the past thirty years, the share of African American adults with a past felony conviction — and who have paid their debt to society — has more than tripled, and one in four African American men outside the correctional system now has a felony record.\textsuperscript{37} This number is in addition to the one in twenty African American men under correctional supervision.\textsuperscript{38}

The system of mass incarceration has endured for as long as it has in part because of the school-to-prison pipeline and political opposition to reform that insisted on “a stern dose of discipline — more policy, more prisons, more personal responsibility, and an end to welfare.”\textsuperscript{39} Today, however, much of that opposition has receded, replaced by broad agreement that policies put in place in that era are not a good

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{33} Obama, supra note 11.
  \item \textsuperscript{34} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{36} ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES ON INCARCERATION, supra note 17, at 5.
  \item \textsuperscript{38} Id. (manuscript at 26).
\end{itemize}
match for the challenges of today. And even as budgets for social services are under increasing political pressure and our criminal justice system continues to too often serve as the default response for mental illness and addiction, over the past decade, many states — including so-called “red states” like Georgia, Texas, and Alabama — have led and innovated with new approaches. By reducing sentences and reinvesting some of the savings in other public safety initiatives — especially programs that actually address substance abuse and support for those with mental illness — these states have improved outcomes, enhanced trust, and thus ultimately made better use of taxpayer dollars.

For some people, the problems described in this Part will sound familiar. But these issues don’t always get the attention they deserve, and they haven’t translated into real reform in vast portions of our country. As President, I felt a unique responsibility to highlight the

---


compelling economic and policy arguments for justice reform as well as the human toll of a failing system. Through my own actions and the policies of my Administration, I supported evidence-based solutions to these longstanding problems. What’s more, unlike so many issues that divide Washington, D.C., criminal justice is an area in which there is increasing bipartisan agreement. A number of Republicans have been vocal and sincere advocates for reform efforts even as they were otherwise frequent critics of my Administration. Buoyed by these bipartisan calls for change, I continue to be confident that we can see meaningful reform in the coming years. But because the current system reflects years of changes and policy developments, I am also clear-eyed about the fact that change will likely happen gradually, with an emphasis on evidence-based reforms and incremental approaches that enjoy broad support.

43 Within Congress, the supporters of criminal justice reform include Senators John Cornyn, Mike Lee, and Rand Paul, as well as Congressmen James Sensenbrenner and Trey Gowdy, among others. See Criminal Justice Reform Initiative, HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE, https://judiciary.house.gov/issue/criminal-justice-reform-initiative [https://perma.cc/K6SQ-UKUD]; see also Seung Min Kim, Compromise Struck on Criminal Justice Reform, POLITICO (Apr. 28, 2016, 11:03 AM), http://www.politico.com/story/2016/04/criminal-justice-reform-senate-222577 [https://perma.cc/CGJ2-AGT8]. There are also a host of Left-Right coalitions in this space. Most notably, in 2015, a group called the Coalition for Public Safety launched with a mission “to make our criminal justice system smarter, fairer and more cost effective.” About the Coalition, COALITION FOR PUB. SAFETY (2015), http://www.coalitionforpublicsafety.org/about [https://perma.cc/Z8G5-BZKB]. The organization partners with many of the nation’s most prominent conservative and progressive organizations — including organizations backed by Grover Norquist and the Koch brothers. See The Importance of Action, COALITION FOR PUB. SAFETY (2015), http://www.coalitionforpublicsafety.org [https://perma.cc/5DCV-75V7] (listing partner organizations). On March 27, 2015, the Bipartisan Summit for Criminal Justice Reform brought together more than ninety speakers in Washington, D.C., in an event hosted by Pat Nolan and former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich, among others. See Edgar Saavedra, A Bipartisan Summit on Criminal Justice Reform, #CUT50 (Mar. 27, 2015), http://www.cut50.org/summit1 [https://perma.cc/JPK5-QD6Q]. Governor Nathan Deal of Georgia, a state that has led on these issues, spoke at the event about the impact drug courts can have on the lives of those struggling with addiction and seeking to earn their second chance. See Bipartisan Summit: Georgia Governor Nathan Deal, YOUTUBE (Mar. 26, 2015), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugA45JNW7kU [https://perma.cc/6FGP-EQSN].

44 President Barack Obama, Remarks by the President in Arm Chair Discussion on Criminal Justice with Law Enforcement Leaders (Oct. 22, 2015), https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/10/22/remarks-president-arm-chair-discussion-criminal-justice-law-enforcement [https://perma.cc/HR4Q-KN7U] (“[T]his is a staged process. We will lose the public if we try to do everything at once without having data and evidence . . . . If, on the other hand, we do it systematically, methodically, . . . [and] we’re not telling prosecutors you’re going to be promoted based on how many maximum sentences you get, but rather based on how wise your use of prosecutorial discretion — if all those things prove that we’re still doing a good job controlling crime, then I think we’ve got something to build on.”).
II. REFORMING THE FEDERAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

Every week, I receive letters from people across the country urging me to address issues involving state and local justice systems, about which there is often frustratingly little that anyone in the federal government can do. State and local officials are responsible for most policing issues, and they are in charge of the facilities that hold more than 90% of the prison population and the entire jail population.45

Even at the federal level, there are important limits on the President’s authority.46 The Constitution separates the executive, legislative, and judicial powers into three coequal branches of government, all of which have independent roles in shaping the criminal justice system.47 And within the executive branch, the President’s direct influence is subject to constraints designed to safeguard the fair enforcement of the law.

Nowhere are these limits more important than in the administration of the criminal law. For good reason, particular criminal matters are not directed by the President personally but are handled by career prosecutors and law enforcement officials who are dedicated to serving the public and promoting public safety.48 The President does not and should not decide who or what to investigate or prosecute or when an investigation or prosecution should happen. To avoid even the appearance of politicization, a series of internal White House rules and prudential practices sharply restrict contact with the Department of Justice and other enforcement agencies on specific matters.49 These practices make things difficult when the public looks to the President to opine on a particular case, but they are critical to ensuring the rule of law as well as the integrity and independence of the justice system.

Nevertheless, there is still much that Presidents can do to make the justice system better serve the public. In my Administration, that has meant starting with the federal system — which has not only directly affected those in federal custody, but also made federal practice a

46 “Resolution of prosecutorial questions usually is conceived as lying at the heart of the executive power vested in the President,” then-Professor Elena Kagan observed in a seminal article on presidential administration. Elena Kagan, Presidential Administration, 114 HARV. L. REV. 2245, 2357 (2001). “But it is in this area, because so focused on particular individuals and firms, that the crassest forms of politics . . . pose the greatest danger of displacing professionalism and thereby undermining confidence in legal decisionmaking.” Id. at 2357–58.
49 See id. at 1070–72; see also Kagan, supra note 46, at 2357–58.
model that can drive and accelerate change at the state and local levels. This Part shows how my Administration has used the tools at its disposal to effect change at the federal level: from the legislative reforms we’ve advanced, to the policies we’ve changed in the executive branch, to the second chances we’ve given to those who received clemency, we have brought our system more in line with the values that define us.

A. Achieving Reforms to Federal Charging and Sentencing Practices

Working with Congress and the U.S. Sentencing Commission, my Administration has made reforms to federal charging and sentencing practices. These reforms have allowed us to use our federal criminal laws wisely, reduce excessive sentences, and better ensure that the punishment fits the crime. I have also used my clemency power to a degree unmatched in modern history to address unfairness in the federal system. These changes mean that I will be the first President in decades to leave office with a federal prison population lower than when I took office even as my Administration saw the rate of violent crime fall to its lowest point in decades.

1. Charging Policies and “Smart on Crime.” — From the beginning of my Administration, the Department of Justice has made important changes to federal charging policies, starting first and foremost with the “Smart on Crime” initiative begun under Attorney General Eric Holder and continued under Attorney General Loretta Lynch, both of whom were longtime career prosecutors. In 2010, the De-
partment reversed a policy requiring prosecutors in every case to bring charges that could result in the most severe possible sentence. The new policy instead instructed that cases should be charged based on the individual circumstances of the defendant, stressing that “[p]ersons who commit similar crimes and have similar culpability should, to the extent possible, be treated similarly,” and that “equal justice depends on individualized justice, and smart law enforcement demands it.”

As part of the Smart on Crime initiative, Holder revised the Department’s charging policies to avoid triggering excessive mandatory minimums for low-level, nonviolent drug offenders. Subsequently, the Department of Justice put in place new policies instructing federal prosecutors to no longer use so-called “851” enhancements — which trigger longer sentences based on prior drug convictions — to gain leverage on defendants in plea negotiations and to no longer require, as a part of plea agreements, that defendants waive their right to appeal based on ineffective counsel.

Some warned that these types of reforms would undermine cooperation, making it more difficult to obtain evidence against kingpins and cartel leaders and putting public safety at risk. Now that these

sistent with recent scholarship that demonstrates the important role prosecutors have played in escalating the length of sentences and can play in easing them. See, e.g., John. F. Pfaff, The Micro and Macro Causes of Prison Growth, 28 GA. ST. U. L. REV. 1239, 1242 (2012) (describing the important role county prosecutors have played in prison population growth).


55 Id. at 1.

56 See Memorandum from Eric Holder, Jr., Att’y Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to the United States Attorneys & Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division 1 (Aug. 12, 2013), https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/oip/legacy/2014/07/23/ag-memo-department-policy-on-charging-mandatory-minimum-sentences-recidivist-enhancements-in-certain-drugcases.pdf [https://perma.cc/QUMG-B3L9]. A footnote in the memo notes that “[a]s with every case, prosecutors should determine, as a threshold matter, whether a case serves a substantial federal interest. In some cases, satisfaction of the . . . criteria [for declining to charge under a mandatory minimum statute] meant for low-level, nonviolent drug offenders may indicate that prosecution would not serve a substantial federal interest and that the case should not be brought federally.” Id. at 2 n.3.


changes have been in place for several years, however, it has become increasingly clear that the opposite is true: since Smart on Crime was announced, federal prosecutors have used mandatory minimums more carefully, and the result has been a focus on more serious cases and more significant offenders. In other words, the Department is better able to prioritize and devote resources where they matter most. In 2013, we saw the first reduction in the federal prison population in thirty-three years, a trend that has continued in the years since. The proportion of drug offenders convicted of an offense carrying a mandatory minimum penalty is now the lowest it has been since 1993. Yet despite the fears of some, defendants are pleading guilty at the same rates as they were before Smart on Crime, and cooperation rates have at least been stable, and may have even slightly increased.

2. Sentencing Reform Legislation. — Any lasting, broad-based reform to federal sentencing can only be addressed through legislation. That’s why I’ve consistently called on Congress to pass bipartisan sentencing reform and build on the progress we’ve made in recent years. In August 2010, I signed the Fair Sentencing Act (FSA), which reduced the disparity in the amounts of powder cocaine and crack cocaine required for the imposition of mandatory minimum sentences and eliminated the mandatory minimum sentence for simple possession. That lower mandatory minimums would inhibit a prosecutor’s ability to dismantle criminal organizations; Letter from Robert Gay Guthrie, President, Nat’l Ass’n of Assistant U.S. Att’ys, to Senator Patrick Leahy, Chairman, and Senator Charles Grassley, Ranking Member, Senate Judiciary Comm. (Jan. 31, 2014), http://www.naausa.org/2013/images/docs/MandMinSentencingLegOppose013114.pdf [https://perma.cc/ZSX5-3QBU].


64 See Yates, supra note 21.

sion of crack cocaine. In doing so, the FSA reduced a disparity between crack cocaine and powder cocaine that had resulted in excessive and unwarranted punishments that fell disproportionately on defendants of color. Beyond its specific impact, passage of this bill demonstrated that it was possible for Congress to come together on a bipartisan basis and pass reforms that reduced excessive federal sentences and gave additional support to the efforts of the Department of Justice and the U.S. Sentencing Commission to do the same.

One promising proposal in my second term was the Smarter Sentencing Act, an ambitious bipartisan bill that advanced out of the Judiciary Committee by a significant margin. Introduced in 2013 by Senators Dick Durbin and Mike Lee, and supported by a bipartisan group of twenty-five Senators including Ted Cruz and Cory Booker, the bill included provisions that would have reduced but not eliminated mandatory minimum sentences for certain nonviolent drug offenses — from twenty years to ten years, ten years to five years, and five years to two years. The bill would also have eliminated mandatory life imprisonment for a drug crime and enlarged eligibility for “safety valve” relief for certain drug offenders (which allows judges to make exceptions to otherwise applicable mandatory minimums) and would have made the FSA retroactive. The Congressional Budget Office scored this bill as potentially saving taxpayers as much as $4 billion over ten years, funds that could be reallocated from prisons to other public safety measures. Despite broad support, the bill was viewed skeptically by some Republicans and was not brought to the floor.

Encouragingly, the following year, even as the Senate shifted to Republican control, cooperation across party lines on this issue continued in search of an alternative. I met several times at the White House with Democrats and Republicans from the House and the Senate who are dedicated to these issues. The culmination of these efforts

66 Id. § 3 (codified at 21 U.S.C. § 844(a) (2012)).
69 S. 1410.
70 Id. § 4.
71 Id. § 2.
72 Id. § 3(b).
was the Sentencing Reform and Corrections Act of 2015, 75 a bill voted out of the Senate Judiciary Committee by a strong, bipartisan majority. (A largely parallel set of proposals later advanced in the House with broad support.) 76 While not going as far on mandatory minimum reform as the Smarter Sentencing Act would have, the bill still would have reduced mandatory minimum prison sentences for thousands of nonviolent drug offenders 77 and also would have made the sentencing changes in the FSA retroactive. 78 Moreover, it would have helped current prisoners turn their lives around by offering “credits” for participating in certain beneficial programming while incarcerated, which could have enabled inmates to leave prison earlier (and go into home confinement or halfway houses). 79 In addition, and reflecting a sustained focus on juvenile justice by Senator Booker, among others, the bill would have provided new authority for judges to seal and expunge the records of nonviolent juvenile offenders. 80 By reducing overlong sentences, moreover, the bill would have freed up additional resources available for investments in other public safety initiatives, including additional resources for law enforcement.

Some on the Hill and in the advocacy community were initially disappointed that the proposed legislation did not go further. But the bill would have made the system fairer for thousands of inmates and defendants and saved more than $1 billion in the process. 81 As I often tell my team, “better is good.” So even though the bill was imperfect — in particular, it did too little to address the five-year mandatory minimum for drug offenses that can often be a source of excessive and counterproductive punishment — we were convinced that it represented a historic step forward. Senior officials from the Department of Justice supported the legislation in strong terms, 82 and my team worked to push it forward. The legislation ultimately garnered the support of everyone from Families Against Mandatory Minimums 83 to
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75 S. 2123, 114th Cong.
77 See S. 2123 § 101.
78 See id. § 106.
79 Id. § 202(a)(6)(A).
80 Id. § 211.
the bipartisan Coalition for Public Safety, the International Association of Chiefs of Police, the Major County Sheriffs’ Association, the National District Attorneys Association, civil rights organizations, faith organizations, and over 160 influential law enforcement leaders.

Although the reform bills appeared to have majority support in the Congress, including among many conservatives, Republican leaders have not yet allowed them to come to the floor for a vote. Nevertheless, I continue to believe that a historic moment exists to embrace the bipartisan momentum on this issue. There is no growing crime wave. We should all be able to agree that our resources are better put toward underfunded schools than overfilled jails and that many of those in our criminal justice system would be better and more humanely served by drug treatment programs and the receipt of mental health care. That kind of reform is good politics as well as good policy.

---


87 Although broad support, there was vocal opposition from some while others pushed for the reform legislation to be paired with proposals such as mens rea reform that could undermine public safety and harm progressive goals. See, e.g., James Hohmann, Why Criminal Justice Reform May Actually Get Done This Year — If These Two Hurdles Can Be Overcome, WASH. POST: THE DAILY 202 (May 9, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/paloma/daily-202/2016/05/09/daily-202-why-criminal-justice-reform-may-actually-get-done-this-year-if-these-two-hurdles-can-be-overcome/572f007c981b92422d6653/?utm_term=.26981a9m174 [https://perma.cc/SMJ2-LALZ] (describing the “uphill battle” facing legislation in Congress despite broad support in Congress and from outside organizations).
B. Advancing Federal Prison Reforms

We’ve also been able to make progress on helping to rehabilitate those in the federal prison system — which not only improves lives but also promotes public safety. One important step in that direction is how we approached reforming policies on “restrictive housing,” a practice more commonly described as solitary confinement. It is estimated that as many as 100,000 inmates in U.S. prisons are currently held in solitary confinement — a figure that includes juveniles and people with mental illness. Of these, as many as 25,000 are in long-term solitary confinement, which involves months if not years with almost no human contact. I believe strongly that solitary confinement is overused and can be counterproductive. Studies suggest it can have profound negative consequences, exacerbating mental illness and undermining the goals of rehabilitation. That is why in 2015, I directed my Attorney General to review the use of restrictive housing and in January 2016, I directed DOJ to implement important reforms — including a series of concrete “guiding principles” — to the way that solitary confinement is used in the federal prison system. These reforms include banning solitary confinement for juveniles, prohibiting its use as a response to low-level infractions, expanding treatment of those with mental illness, increasing the amount of time inmates spend out of their cells, and ensuring inmates are not released into communities directly from solitary confinement. These steps will affect almost 10,000 federal prisoners — and are expected to serve as a model for
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state and local facilities. In addition, DOJ is working to encourage states to reduce their use of solitary confinement.

Since those reforms were announced, we have seen others follow suit. Of particular note, the American Correctional Association issued new standards in August 2016 that mirror many of DOJ’s guiding principles. Earlier this year, the Los Angeles Board of Supervisors approved sweeping restrictions on the use of solitary confinement for juveniles, using language from DOJ’s guiding principles. In July 2016, the Nebraska Department of Correctional Services enacted a new regulation prohibiting the use of restrictive housing as a disciplinary sanction. In September 2016, the North Carolina Department of Public Safety enacted a policy limiting the use of restrictive housing for inmates with mental illness and banning its use for youthful offenders. We are hopeful that these changes will continue to accelerate as it becomes clear that they promote better outcomes and also better comport with our values.

While restrictive housing is an important example, the Department of Justice has focused on reforming federal prisons on a variety of fronts. This has included a critical reform directing the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) to reduce and ultimately end the Agency’s use of private for-profit prisons, facilities that not only resulted in worse conditions for prisoners but were also found to be less safe and not to yield meaningful cost savings.

These reforms have also included a new emphasis on prison education and on working toward reentry. Studies have shown that inmates
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98 Obama, supra note 92.
99 See generally OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATT’Y GEN., supra note 90.
100 RESTRICTIVE HOUS. COMM. AM. CORR. ASS’N, RESTRICTIVE HOUSING PERFORMANCE BASED STANDARDS (2016), http://www.aca.org/ACA_Prod_IMIS/ACA_Member/Standards__Accreditation/Standards/Restrictive_Housing_Committee/ACA_Member/Standards_and_Accreditation/Restrictive_Housing_Committee/Restrictive_Housing_Committee.aspx?hkey=45818a3-86c6-98b-93e2-b1fcba482a2 [https://perma.cc/4GJ-Q5TM].
102 72 NEB. ADMIN. CODE § 83-173.03 (2016).
who participate in correctional education programs have significantly lower odds of returning to prison than those who do not, and that every dollar spent on prison education saves four to five dollars on the cost of reincarceration.\textsuperscript{105} As a result, in 2016, the Department of Justice announced that BOP was building a semiautonomous school district within the federal prison system — one that blends face-to-face classroom instruction with education software on mobile tablets.\textsuperscript{106} At the same time, BOP has been developing standardized, evidence-based programs to reduce recidivism, focusing on the core behavioral, mental health, and substance abuse issues that give rise to criminality.\textsuperscript{107} Additionally, in 2016, the Department of Justice led an Administration-wide, inaugural “National Reentry Week”\textsuperscript{108} during which Attorney General Lynch released the Roadmap to Reentry, a strategic plan for overhauling the federal prison system to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes for the formerly incarcerated.\textsuperscript{109} Subsequently, the department released a memo from Deputy Attorney General Yates on reforms to residential reentry centers, popularly known as “halfway houses,” including creating new, more exacting standards, improving data collection, and covering the cost of obtaining state-issued IDs for inmates prior to their release from custody.\textsuperscript{110} In addition to improving outcomes for those leaving prison, these types of reforms represent a good use of resources to promote public safety.

\textsuperscript{105} \textsc{Lois M. Davis et al., Rand Corp., Evaluating the Effectiveness of Correctional Education: A Meta-Analysis of Programs that Provide Education to Incarcerated Adults (2013), https://www.bj.a.gov/Publications/RAND_Correctional-Education-Meta-Analysis.pdf} [https://perma.cc/77HC-G538]. [“On average, inmates who participated in correctional education programs had 43 percent lower odds of recidivating than inmates who did not. . . . This translates into a reduction in the risk of recidivating of 13 percentage points for those who participate in correctional education programs versus those who do not.” (emphasis omitted)].


\textsuperscript{109} \textsc{U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Roadmap to Reentry (2016), https://www.justice.gov/reentry/file/844356/download} [https://perma.cc/7TWY-N7PG].

C. Focusing on Reentry

Beyond prison and sentencing reform, we need to do more as a country to help people who have served their time put their lives back on track. Not only is it the right thing to do, but giving former inmates the tools they need to lead law-abiding lives is also a direct investment in public safety. This is an area where the federal government can and should lead the way, and it is only growing in importance. Even as the national prison population has leveled off, the population of those with a felony record outside prison has reached almost 20 million.\(^{111}\) Studies suggest that this number represents over 6% of adults and over 25% of African American men, and these figures do not include those with misdemeanors or with felony records who are on bail or parole.\(^{112}\) The obstacles to this population finding gainful employment, obtaining public benefits, pursuing higher education, and reintegrating into the workforce are staggering. This means millions of Americans have difficulty even getting their foot in the door to try to get a job, much less actually hanging onto that job. That doesn’t just deprive those individuals of opportunity, it deprives businesses of talented workers, and it deprives communities in desperate need of more role models who are gainfully employed.

Attorney General Holder started, and Attorney General Lynch has continued, a cabinet-level working group on reentry.\(^{113}\) The group brings all relevant departments and agencies to the table to support the government’s work on the rehabilitation and reintegration of individuals returning to their communities from prisons and jails.\(^{114}\) And in April 2016, I signed a Memorandum formally establishing that group as the “Federal Interagency Reentry Council” to ensure its important work continues.\(^{115}\) This group continues to work tirelessly to address needlessly harsh collateral consequences that make it difficult for the formerly incarcerated to get a fair chance.\(^{116}\) For example, the Office of Personnel Management finalized a rule to “ban the box” —
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which would prohibit federal agencies from asking questions about criminal and credit history of applicants for tens of thousands of jobs in the competitive service, as well as the career senior executive service, until a conditional offer of employment has been made. The Department of Housing and Urban Development released guidance on the use of criminal records by providers of housing and guidance for public housing authorities. The guidance explained that a criminal-history screening policy may violate the Fair Housing Act if it disproportionately excludes individuals of a particular race or other protected characteristic and is not shown to be necessary to achieve a substantial, legitimate, nondiscriminatory purpose that could not be served by a less discriminatory alternative. The Department of Education has emphasized the importance of going “beyond the box” in college applications — because unnecessarily broad questions about criminal history can often deter and discourage qualified students from pursuing a college degree.

Because change at the federal level is not nearly enough, Presidents should also serve as conveners, helping to foster change in the private and educational sectors. That is why the White House launched its “Fair Chance Business Pledge” and “Fair Chance Higher Education Pledge.” The business pledge calls on employers to commit to reduce barriers to a second chance by taking actions such as “banning the box,” ensuring information regarding an applicant’s criminal record is considered in the proper context, and engaging in hiring practices that do not unnecessarily place jobs out of reach for those with criminal records.

120 KANOVSKY, supra note 118.
124 Press Release, supra note 122.
ploy well over five million people have taken this pledge, including Walmart, Intel, PepsiCo, Google, American Airlines, CVS Health, Koch Industries, Starbucks, the Hershey Company, the Johns Hopkins Hospital and Health System, and the University of Pennsylvania. The education pledge encourages colleges and universities to commit to taking action to reduce barriers to a fair shot at a second chance, especially through expanding educational opportunity. To date, sixty-one higher education institutions representing 172 individual campuses serving over 1.8 million students have signed on. Our hope is that this kind of public-private effort will be a model not only for future administrations, but also for state and local leaders who are trying to address these issues.

D. Reinvigorating Clemency

Through considering grants of clemency to individuals in the federal system, the President gains a unique vantage point into the fairness of federal sentences. While not a substitute for the lasting change that can be achieved by passage of legislation, the clemency power represents an important and underutilized tool for advancing reform. The Framers gave the President this authority to remedy individual cases of injustice, and the Supreme Court has made clear that this power is entrusted to the President’s discretion, unimpeded by congressional limits.

At one point in our nation’s history, it was a power used frequently — for example, on average 222 times per year between 1885 and 1930. In large measure, clemency during this period functioned

---


126 Press Release, supra note 123.


128 The Pardon Clause vests the President with “Power to grant Reprieves and Pardons for Offences against the United States, except in Cases of Impeachment.” U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2, cl. 1.

129 See United States v. Klein, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 128, 147 (1871) (“To the executive alone is intrusted the power of pardon; and it is granted without limit.”); see also Ex parte Garland, 71 U.S. (4 Wall.) 333, 380 (1866) (“This power of the President is not subject to legislative control.”).

130 See Barkow, supra note 30, at 814.
more akin to parole. By the end of the 1930s, a new system of federal parole had displaced clemency as the primary means of releasing prisoners before the end of their sentences, and the number of clemency grants declined. The tough-on-crime rhetoric of the 1980s and the political push in that period for “truth in sentencing,” however, ushered in an era in which a power already in decline fell largely into disuse. From 1990 to 2008, the number of federal prosecutions rose dramatically as did (predictably) the number of clemency requests. And yet the number of clemency petitions granted continued to fall in absolute numbers as well as in percentage terms. As one scholar recounted, by the time I took office clemency grant rates had “plummeted to such low levels that . . . it ha[d] become ‘hard to tell what distinguish[ed] the handful of lucky winners from the thousands of disappointed suitors’; in the end, the process seem[ed] to ‘operate[] like a lottery.’”

That’s why I asked my team to look more systematically at how clemency could be used to address particularly unjust sentences in individual cases. This led to an unprecedented effort to identify the types of inmates who deserve particular consideration for clemency — and to encourage individuals who have demonstrated good behavior in the federal system to seek clemency if they were sentenced under outdated laws that have since been changed and are no longer appropriate to accomplish the legitimate goals of sentencing.

131 See id.
134 See id. (indicating the number of petitions for pardons rose from 206 to 555 and the number for commutations from 148 to 1,770).
135 See Barkow, supra note 30, at 818.
136 Id. (quoting Love, supra note 132, at 1201–02 (third alteration in original)).
137 Under the initiative, DOJ prioritizes clemency applications from inmates who meet all of the following factors:
   (1) They are currently serving a federal sentence in prison and, by operation of law, likely would have received a substantially lower sentence if convicted of the same offense(s) today; (2) They are non-violent, low-level offenders without significant ties to large scale criminal organizations, gangs or cartels; (3) They have served at least 10 years of their prison sentence; (4) They do not have a significant criminal history; (5) They have demonstrated good conduct in prison; and (6) They have no history of violence prior to or during their current term of imprisonment.

As of this writing, I have commuted the sentences of over 1000 individuals — more than the previous eleven Presidents combined.\textsuperscript{138} The vast majority of those commutation recipients had already served far more time than the sentence they would receive today, and 342 were serving life sentences.\textsuperscript{139} Each of them earned a second chance — whether by obtaining a GED, taking vocational programming to learn skills for future employment, or addressing the substance abuse that so often had led to their criminal conduct.

This is an effort that has touched me personally, and not just because I could have been caught up in the system myself had I not gotten some breaks as a kid. In March 2016, I met in the Roosevelt Room of the White House with five commutation recipients from three different Presidents.\textsuperscript{140} While these men and women had very different life experiences, they told remarkably similar stories about receiving clemency.

One, Ramona Brant, was convicted of involvement in a conspiracy to distribute crack and cocaine. Her boyfriend led the conspiracy, and as she later described it, maintained “emotional control [and] physical control” over her through tragic and sometimes violent abuse.\textsuperscript{141} Although prosecutors offered her a plea deal that carried a reduced sentence, Ramona proceeded to trial and was found guilty. Her Sentencing Guidelines range, which at the time was mandatory, was life imprisonment. The judge in Ramona’s case had no choice but to impose a life sentence even though Ramona was a first-time offender, and he candidly conceded “that it would be counterproductive for society to keep [Ramona] in prison for the rest of [her] life.”\textsuperscript{142} Ramona’s case is in many ways emblematic of the problems with overly harsh mandatory sentences in the federal system.

Another clemency story that will stay with me involves a defendant (whose name I will withhold) convicted over a decade ago of conspiracy to transport drugs seized from his car. Because of the way the defendant was charged and his two prior drug convictions, the judge in his case had no choice but to sentence him to a term of life imprisonment. After his commutation was announced in the summer of 2016, the district judge who presided over the criminal case wrote me a

\textsuperscript{138} A Nation of Second Chances: President Obama’s Record on Clemency, WHITE HOUSE (Nov. 22, 2016), https://www.whitehouse.gov/issues/clemency [https://perma.cc/RZ5S-AHTD].

\textsuperscript{139} Id.

\textsuperscript{140} See Neil Eggleston, President Obama Has Now Commuted the Sentences of 348 Individuals, WHITE HOUSE (June 3, 2016, 3:30 PM), https://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2016/05/30/president-obama-has-now-commuted-sentences-348-individuals [https://perma.cc/THV7-779N].


\textsuperscript{142} Id.
heartfelt and gracious note. The life sentence that he had been obligated to impose on that defendant had haunted him for years, he told me, and the commutation finally eased his conscience.

It is stories like these that are at the heart of the clemency initiative. In recent years, granting clemency has been perceived as a politically risky decision. By shifting the narrative to the way clemency can be used to correct injustices in the system — and reminding people of the value of second chances — I worked to reinvigorate the clemency power and to set a precedent that will make it easier for future Presidents, governors, and other public officials to use it for good. These actions are no substitute for achieving lasting changes to federal sentencing law through legislation, but they are a way to restore a degree of justice, fairness, and proportionality to the system.

III. TOOLS AND ACTIONS TO DRIVE STATE AND LOCAL REFORMS

As important as it is to reform the federal criminal justice system, doing so will not address the much broader challenges in our state and local systems — as mentioned above, states and localities oversee most policing, as well as 90% of the prison population. That is why I’ve been so committed to finding ways to encourage continued state and local government ingenuity and to highlight those state reforms that should be models for others to follow. Not every solution to these issues can or should be mandated by the federal government. Instead, we have focused on using other levers of the federal government — such as grants and other funding incentives, promulgating guide-
lines and best practices, establishing communities of reform-minded jurisdictions, enforcement from the Department of Justice in the case of violations of civil rights and other federal law, and my own use of the bully pulpit — to draw attention to the need for reform.

During my time in office, we have seen many states make important strides on a host of issues — from sentencing reform to policing reform to expanding alternatives to incarceration for addiction and mental illness. These include states such as Oklahoma, Georgia, and Texas in which Republican governors and legislatures have been vocal proponents of promising and important reforms. Given that the vast majority of Americans who interact with the justice system do so at the state and local levels, it is critical that this kind of bipartisan leadership continues and that states continue to demonstrate ways that others (including, at times, the federal government) can strive to achieve better outcomes.

146 E.g., Press Release, Office of the Press Sec’y, supra note 8 (“The Department of Education will award up to $8 million... to 9 communities for the purpose of supporting educational attainment and reentry success for individuals who have been incarcerated.”).
151 E.g., Greg Bluestein, Georgia to Embark on New Phase of Criminal Justice Reform, AJC.COM (Apr. 27, 2016), http://politics.blog.ajc.com/2016/04/27/gerogia-to-embark-on-new-phase -of-criminal-justice-reform [https://perma.cc/Q3EY-HWSS] (“The overhaul started in [Governor] Deal’s first term with changes that allowed Georgia to push more nonviolent offenders toward alternative programs and away from expensive prison beds and gave judges more discretion to depart from mandatory sentences. The second part involved similar legislation that’s aimed at keeping young offenders out of juvenile lockups who were convicted of drug crimes and other nonviolent offenses.”); see also Dick DeVos, Smart Justice Reforms Find Unlikely Ally in Business Community, DET. FREE PRESS (Dec. 1, 2016, 9:44 PM), http://www.freep.com/story/opinion /contributors/2016/12/01/michigan-parole-reform/94075318 [https://perma.cc/SXB7-ZF7S] (“Gov. Rick Snyder energized the audience when he was asked about the prospects for justice reform, stating that supporting tough-on-crime rhetoric that would see many prisoners serve more time is ‘the dumbest thing you can do.’”).
A. Advancing Policing Reform

Police officers are the heroic backbone of our communities. They hold significant civic and law enforcement responsibilities and put their lives at risk to protect us each day, at times facing some of the most adverse circumstances imaginable. As I have emphasized time and again, the overwhelming majority of police officers are fair, dedicated, and honest public servants who strive daily to cultivate and sustain positive relationships with the communities they serve and protect. Yet, as many tragic events in my presidency have illustrated, there are still too many places in America where these relationships are strained and where officers and community members have struggled to build and maintain trust.

Social science research has found that trust — and a general belief that “police and court procedures are in accord with people’s sense of a fair process” — plays a central role in improving police-community relations and ultimately motivates people to lead law-abiding lives. We need to do more as a country to build trust so that when the next incident occurs that captures national attention, there is a sense that it will be handled fairly — and that it is not representative of the way the police and the community interact.

That’s why in December 2014, in the wake of events in Ferguson, Cleveland, and New York City, we launched the Task Force on 21st Century Policing to identify best practices and offer recommendations on how law enforcement agencies can promote effective crime reduc-

152 See, e.g., Press Release, Office of the Press Sec’y, Statement by the President on the Shooting of Police Officers in Des Moines, Iowa (Nov. 2, 2016), https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2016/11/02/statement-president-shooting-police-officers-des-moines-iowa [https://perma.cc/EG7V-TZVJ] (“All across the country, our police officers go to work each day not knowing whether they’ll come home at night. Their families live each day with the same fears. So as Americans, we owe them our respect and gratitude for their efforts to safeguard our families and our communities.”); Obama, supra note 7 (“It’s why so many of you wear the badge. Every day, you risk your lives so that the rest of us don’t have to. You serve and protect to provide the security so many Americans take for granted. And, by the way, your families serve alongside you.”); see also Melanie Garunay, President Obama Awards the Medal of Valor to 13 Public Safety Officials (May 16, 2016, 6:47 PM), https://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2016/05/16/president-obama-awards-medal-valor-13-public-safety-officials [https://perma.cc/SDN7-VCTH] (“The men and women who run toward danger remind us with your courage and humility what the highest form of citizenship looks like. When you see students and commuters and shoppers at risk, you don’t see these civilians as strangers. You see them as part of your own family, your own community. The Scripture teaches us, you love your neighbor as yourself. And you put others’ safety before your own. In your proud example of public service, you remind us that loving our country means loving one another.”).

tion while ensuring the public’s trust in our institutions. Members included civil rights leaders, youth leaders, law enforcement leaders, academics, and rank-and-file officers. In a report issued in May 2015, the Task Force outlined a series of recommendations for law enforcement agencies. I was heartened by the seriousness with which the members of the Task Force approached their work. Despite drawing from different backgrounds, the Task Force unanimously came together behind one platform.

The report is too extensive to describe fully here, but it laid out a concrete blueprint for reform. It recommended steps for transparency, including having police collect and make available information about stops, arrests, and other encounters; steps to maintain trust, including policies and procedures for policing mass demonstrations that prioritize de-escalation and avoid provocative tactics; steps to ensure police forces better reflect the communities they serve; steps to promote accountability, including an emphasis on independent investigations of incidents and a hard look at expanding civilian oversight; steps to address implicit bias, including through the types of training programs now provided by the Department of Justice to federal prose-
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161 Id. at 16–17 (suggesting that the diversity initiative should “evaluate and assess diversity among law enforcement agencies around the country and issue public reports on national trends” in order to “improve the diversity as well as the cultural and linguistic responsiveness of law enforcement agencies,” id. at 17).

162 Id. at 26 (urging continued research “to find evidence-based practices to implement successful civilian oversight mechanisms”).
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utors and law enforcement agents;\textsuperscript{164} steps to institute policies prohibiting racial profiling,\textsuperscript{165} just like we did across the federal government;\textsuperscript{166} steps to reach out to at-risk youth, including creating opportunities in schools and communities for positive, nonconfrontational interactions with police;\textsuperscript{167} smarter ways to integrate new technologies, like social media, to enhance public trust and public safety;\textsuperscript{168} approaches to better keep our officers safe, including equipping all officers with individual tactical first-aid kits and antiballistic vests;\textsuperscript{169} strategies to promote mental and physical officer wellness;\textsuperscript{170} and creation of a “Blue Alert” warning system to enlist the public’s help in locating suspects when a law enforcement officer is harmed in the line of duty.\textsuperscript{171}

While the Task Force laid out specific recommendations for actions the federal government could take to advance the ball, most of its recommendations were directed at the 18,000 state, local, tribal, and other nonfederal law enforcement agencies in our country. To move those ideas forward at every level, I directed my team to adopt the Task Force’s federal recommendations and to work with state and local jurisdictions across the country to ensure the entire report was put into action. Since that time, we have worked with communities across the

\textsuperscript{164} Memorandum from Sally Q. Yates, Deputy Att’y Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to All Department Law Enforcement Agents and Prosecutors (June 27, 2016), https://www.justice.gov/opa/file/871116/download [https://perma.cc/K8NM-695T].

\textsuperscript{165} 21ST CENTURY TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 155, at 28.

\textsuperscript{166} See Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Attorney General Holder Announces Federal Law Enforcement Agencies to Adopt Stricter Policies to Curb Profiling (Dec. 8, 2014), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/attorney-general-holder-announces-federal-law-enforcement-agencies-adopt-stricter-policies-curb-profiling [https://perma.cc/A2V8-GGVM] (“U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder announced Monday that the Justice Department will take new steps to bar profiling by federal law enforcement agencies, building upon a 2003 policy that had previously only addressed the consideration of race and ethnicity in conducting federal investigations. The new policy will address the use of other characteristics as well [as race and ethnicity] — including national origin, gender, gender identity, religion, and sexual orientation — and applies a uniform standard to all law enforcement, national security, and intelligence activities conducted by the Department’s law enforcement components.”).

\textsuperscript{167} 21ST CENTURY TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 155, at 20 (describing, as an example, the Los Angeles Police Department’s Community Safety Partnership, which sends officers into housing projects “not to make arrests but to create partnerships, create relationships, hear the community, and see what they need — and then work together to make those things happen”).

\textsuperscript{168} Id. at 32–33 (citing, as an example, the Boston Police Department’s use of Twitter in its investigation following the Boston Marathon bombing).

\textsuperscript{169} Id. at 66 (noting that these first-aid kits are designed to save lives by controlling hemorrhaging and that they would cost less than $50 each and require two hours of training).

\textsuperscript{170} Id. at 61.

\textsuperscript{171} Id. at 63 (noting that while similar warning systems exist on the state level, there were gaps that a national system could help fill). On May 19, 2015, I signed the Rafael Ramos and Wenjian Liu National Blue Alert Act of 2015, Pub. L. No. 114-12, 129 Stat. 192 (to be codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 14165–14165b), which provides for the creation of such a system, adding that the bill “represent[ed] . . . the best of a bipartisan support for law enforcement.” Obama, supra note 10.
United States to encourage them to adopt these reforms.\(^{172}\) The Department of Justice put over $100 million in grants toward Task Force–related projects. In addition to outreach by my Attorney General and others on my team, we brought nearly 1400 officers to the White House from over 900 jurisdictions to ensure the Task Force’s message was directly reaching communities across the country.\(^{173}\)

While that was happening, we took an important step, working closely with law enforcement and civil rights organizations, to reform the various federal programs that provide equipment (and funding for equipment) to state and local law enforcement agencies. A review had found that the federal government lacked consistent policies regarding what types of equipment could be provided with taxpayer dollars and under what conditions.\(^{174}\) In light of the potential of military-style equipment to undermine community trust, my Administration put in place a series of safeguards to strengthen accountability and enhance transparency of programs that provide such equipment while at the same time ensuring we were meeting the needs of law enforcement.\(^{175}\) This included creating federal government–wide lists of “prohibited” and “controlled” items that apply across all such programs.\(^{176}\)

### B. Eliminating the Criminalization of Poverty

Another sustained focus of my Administration has been on addressing excessive fines and fees, inadequate legal representation, the imposition of excessive bail, and other egregious abuses in too many state and local justice systems that Attorney General Lynch has argued


\(^{176}\) Id. at 11–16.
"amount to nothing less than the criminalization of poverty." These practices destroy trust, deprive our fellow Americans of their fundamental rights, and have too often led to a two-tiered system in which the poor are not accorded the equal protection under the laws to which they are entitled under the U.S. Constitution. We should all be able to agree that the justice system should never be used as a source of revenue. Even in a time of budget shortages, there is simply no excuse for the proliferation of "user fees" that charge defendants — innocent or guilty — for everything from paperwork to legal representation, consigning those who cannot afford to pay to a cycle of debt, incarceration, and prolonged poverty. I agree with Attorney General Lynch that this is "an unconscionable state of affairs in a nation that outlawed debtors’ prisons in 1833."179

The most glaring example, but by no means an outlier, is what the Department of Justice found in its investigation into the Ferguson Police Department.180 The city used its justice system as a cash register, imposing steep fines for a range of minor offenses, including $302 for jaywalking and $531 for untended lawns.181 These fines were most often enforced against African American community members.182 Those who did not or (more often) could not pay found themselves facing ever-escalating penalties and even jail time, destroying the community’s faith in the justice system and law enforcement.183 Research collected by my Council of Economic Advisers has shown that these kinds of barriers have profoundly negative economic consequences (including ultimately costing the jurisdictions more money) and undermine public safety.184

In keeping with these findings, the Department of Justice and the rest of my Administration have made it a priority to prevent these
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types of financial obligations from undercutting a defendant’s opportunity to have a fair day in court and from interfering with the reintegration into society of those with criminal convictions. The Department of Justice launched the Office for Access to Justice (ATJ) in March 2010 with a mission “to help the justice system efficiently deliver outcomes that are fair and accessible to all, irrespective of wealth and status.” The White House hosted a convening of bipartisan thought leaders from around the country to raise attention to this set of issues. The Department of Justice issued guidance to state governments advising of the constitutionality of fees and fines. And finally, my Administration is providing support to local communities wishing to reform their justice system so that they do not rely on fees and fines for revenue. But these steps are only the beginning. States and communities must continue to examine their own policies so that they do not criminalize poverty.

185 About the Office, U.S. DEP’T JUST. (Sept. 29, 2016), https://www.justice.gov/atj/about-office. To address deficiencies in our indigent defense and civil legal aid system, ATJ has pursued a variety of strategies to improve the justice system for those unable to afford lawyers. This has included filing statements of interest to support access-to-justice litigation, see Court Filings in Support of Access to Justice, U.S. DEP’T JUST., https://www.justice.gov/atj/court-filings-support-access-justice (last updated Nov. 18, 2016) [https://perma.cc/6KGM-2ZGH], and the creation, discussed infra note 189, of a federal interagency roundtable committed to increasing access to civil legal services, see WHITE HOUSE LEGAL AID INTERAGENCY ROUNDTABLE, EXPANDING ACCESS TO JUSTICE, STRENGTHENING FEDERAL PROGRAMS 5 (2016), https://www.justice.gov/atj/page/file/913981/download [https://perma.cc/SZ7Z-R-EZJK].


189 Another way that my Administration sought to address these issues was through the creation of the White House Legal Aid Interagency Reentry Roundtable. Cochaired by Attorney General Lynch and Director of the Domestic Policy Council Cecilia Muñoz, and staffed by the DOJ Office for Access to Justice, this body was established to help provide legal assistance to Americans in need and to ensure that agencies across the federal government are working together to integrate legal aid into their programs, policies, and initiatives. See Press Release, Office of the Press Sec’y, Presidential Memorandum — Establishment of the White House Legal Aid Interagency Roundtable (Sept. 24, 2015), https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/09/24/presidential-memorandum-establishment-white-house-legal-aid-interagency [https://perma.cc/BZ3P-ZHT8].
C. Spurring State Sentencing Reform and Justice Reinvestment

At the state level, we are increasingly seeing tough-on-crime rhetoric recede, replaced by a call for better public safety at a lower cost. The Justice Reinvestment Initiative (JRI) is one example of how the federal government can accelerate these types of reforms in the states.190 A public-private partnership between the Department of Justice and the Pew Charitable Trusts, JRI was formally launched in 2010 to help states devise better policies and practices to manage those who break their laws.191 Through JRI, over two dozen states have enacted a wide range of reforms to make their criminal justice systems operate more efficiently and effectively.192 Many have found ways to expedite release from prison by expanding parole eligibility,193 streamlining administrative processes,194 and implementing or expanding earned time credits that allow individuals in prison to earn time off of their sentences for good behavior. Collectively, it is estimated that these states saved on the order of $1 billion — with more savings to be realized in the years to come.195 These changes, moreover, have also enhanced public safety. For example, in Louisiana, individuals spent less time in prison following supervision revocations with no harm to public safety,196 and in Kentucky, mandatory supervision reduced the risk of recidivism for individuals released to the community within the first year.197
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195 See JRI Executive Summary and Conclusion (on file with the White House) (“As of 2016, states have documented more than $964 million in savings and averted costs and reinvested more than $460 million in JRI reform efforts. As most states are still in the process of implementing reforms, the full impact of JRI has yet to be realized.”).
D. Keeping the Focus on Reform

One way that I tried to change the narrative on criminal justice reform was to openly and honestly address it as often as I could. In July 2015, in a speech in Philadelphia in front of the NAACP, I made the comprehensive case for reform. To highlight the human impact of the system, I became the first sitting President to visit a federal prison while in office when I traveled to the El Reno correctional institution in Oklahoma. There, I sat down with six inmates who made mistakes that aren’t all that different from mistakes I made. They suffered from not having the kinds of support structures, second chances, and — perhaps most importantly — resources that would have allowed them to move beyond those mistakes. My team brought formerly incarcerated individuals to the White House to celebrate former prisoners’ contributions to the arts and how arts education helps reentry, to recognize employers who have helped the formerly incarcerated in the job sector, and to discuss how incarceration impacts girls and women, members of the LGBT community, and Americans with disabilities. My team convened clemency recipients.
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201 Cf. Michelle Alexander, The New Jim Crow 215 (rev. ed. 2012) (“All people make mistakes. All of us are sinners. All of us are criminals. All of us violate the law at some point in our lives. In fact, if the worst thing you have ever done is speed ten miles over the speed limit on the freeway, you have put yourself and others at more risk of harm than someone smoking marijuana in the privacy of his or her living room. Yet there are people in the United States serving life sentences for first-time drug offenses, something virtually unheard of anywhere else in the world.”).
and I took a group of them for lunch at a local restaurant to listen to their stories and the challenges they face.\textsuperscript{208} I wrote an op-ed that highlighted the heartbreaking consequences of placing young people in solitary confinement.\textsuperscript{209}

Of course, there are limits to this approach. Presidents are not private citizens. We need to be careful about speaking about legal matters before all the facts are in — even if it appears that everyone else in the United States is commenting on them. Public attention to criminal justice (particularly in the arena of policing) is often driven by pending investigations and cases in which the facts are still being gathered. Oftentimes, it is a viral YouTube video that leads the evening news, incites protests, and drives calls for reform. Like millions of others, I would watch these videos, but the office makes it difficult to comment the way a journalist or activist would without being accused of prejudging the facts or influencing the legal process.

\textbf{E. Promoting Data-Driven Solutions}

The White House’s Data-Driven Justice Initiative (DDJ) and Police Data Initiative (PDI) are two examples of how the federal government can advance solutions at the state and local level by supporting innovation and bringing together committed reformers.

The focus of DDJ is on reducing unnecessary jail stays.\textsuperscript{210} Over eleven million people move through the country’s 3,100 local jails each year, many of whom are charged with low-level, nonviolent misdemeanors.\textsuperscript{211} Keeping this population in jail costs local governments an estimated $22 billion a year in incarceration costs alone, in part because of the high number of jail inmates who are in need of treatment for mental illness, a substance use disorder, or chronic health problems.\textsuperscript{212}

Much of this cost is driven by a comparatively small population. Studies have shown that “a relatively small number of highly vulnerable individuals cycle repeatedly not just through local jails, but also
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hospital emergency rooms, shelters, and other public systems.”213 The fragmented care that these so-called “super utilizers” receive while caught in this cycle leads to poor outcomes and comes at a great cost to taxpayers.214 Nationwide, slightly more than one in twenty individuals have some form of mental illness. In 2005, more than half of the incarcerated population did.215 Data from 2012 finds that 15% of prisoners and 26% of jail inmates experience serious psychological distress.216

Across the country, communities are recognizing that there are better and more cost-effective solutions. A good example of reform can be found in Miami-Dade County, Florida, where the county combined data across their health care and criminal justice systems and discovered that just ninety-seven people with serious mental illness accounted for $13.7 million in services between 2010 and 2014.217 These few dozen people spent more than 39,000 days not in treatment, but in jails, emergency rooms, state hospitals, or psychiatric facilities in their county.218 In search of a better way, and recognizing that this population frequently came into contact with law enforcement, the county provided key mental health de-escalation training to their police officers and 911 dispatchers. Over the last five years, police in Miami-Dade County have responded to almost 50,000 calls for service for people suffering from mental health issues, but have made only 109 arrests and have directed more than 10,000 people to services or safely stabilized situations without arrest.219 The jail population fell from over 7000 to just over 4700, and the county was able to close an entire jail, saving nearly $12 million a year.220

DDJ allowed the White House to bring together a bipartisan coalition of city, county, and state governments, with the support of a broad range of nonprofit organizations, private sector entities, philanthropies, and universities in an effort to expand these kinds of better alternatives.221 The response to DDJ has been overwhelming. At this time, a total of 139 states, counties, and cities, covering almost 100 million Americans, have agreed to participate and to begin putting these strat-
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egies into practice. The initiative is a good example of what can be accomplished simply by bringing together committed representatives of different communities so they can learn from one another — and see that they are not alone in trying to address these issues. I expect its work will be carried forward by those in government and by the private, academic, and philanthropic sectors.

Separately, the White House created PDI as a way to help improve police-community relations by giving communities insight into the policing activities of their law enforcement agencies. My Administration has made transparency a priority, and we have seen enormous gains in the area of policing. Through PDI, more than 130 law enforcement agencies with jurisdiction over forty million Americans have volunteered to participate in this effort. These agencies have already released more than 175 machine-readable data sets disaggregated by race and gender on subjects including use of force, officer-involved shootings, citations, and complaints. For example, Louisville, Kentucky, is releasing every citation issued in real time, Orlando, Florida, is releasing full data on every police-involved shooting, and a federal judge in New Orleans, Louisiana, has described the police department’s release of data as “a miraculous transformation.” Participating agencies describe this transparency as helping to improve relations with the community, making the data more accurate, and reducing costs related to public-records requests. As expected, outside organizations are using this newly released data to bet-
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ter understand police activities and the impact those activities are having on different communities. The Office of Community Oriented Policing Services at the Department of Justice will continue this work along with private businesses and nongovernmental organizations.

F. Highlighting Ways the Juvenile Justice System Falls Short

As Americans, we have a shared responsibility to ensure that all children are given a fair shot at life, including a quality education and equal opportunities to pursue their dreams. Yet each year, an alarming number of students are diverted from pursuing their dreams as a result of unnecessarily harsh school discipline policies and practices, such as suspensions, expulsions, and even arrests for minor infractions. “Zero-tolerance” policies — however well-intentioned — often make students feel unwelcome in their own schools. They can disrupt the learning process and have significant and lasting negative effects on the long-term well-being of our youth — increasing their likelihood of future contact with juvenile and criminal justice systems.

In 2011, my Administration launched the Supportive School Discipline Initiative, a collaborative project between the Departments of Justice and Education to revamp school discipline policies and support underfunded schools so that our education system serves as a pathway to opportunity, rather than a pipeline to prison. We have worked to assist states, schools, and law enforcement partners in assessing the proper role of school resource officers and campus law enforcement professionals. And we have celebrated where there are strong relationships between law enforcement and youth.


Additionally, my Administration released a policy statement against the use of suspension and expulsion in preschool settings — which disproportionately affects children of color — and is working to build better diversion policies to screen and treat youth for substance abuse, trauma, and unmet mental, emotional, and behavioral needs. A few years ago, the Department of Justice also launched the Smart on Juvenile Justice Initiative to advance system-wide reforms that improve youth outcomes, providing services (such as job training and substance use disorder treatment and counseling) for youth in juvenile facilities while expanding the use of effective community-based alternatives to youth detention. While the number of juvenile arrests has fallen sharply over the past decade, roughly one million juvenile arrests were made in 2014. An overwhelming majority of these arrests were for nonviolent crimes. Children of color, particularly black and Hispanic males and Native American youth, continue to be overrepresented across all levels of the juvenile justice system.

Unfortunately, far too many juveniles become involved with the adult criminal justice system each year — including in five states where seventeen-year-olds are prosecuted as adults regardless of the crime, and two where sixteen-year-olds are as well. Children in the adult system have less access to rehabilitative services and often face higher recidivism and suicide rates. South Carolina and Louisiana.

---

ana have very recently raised the age at which juveniles may be tried in adult court so that sixteen- and seventeen-year-olds are not unnecessarily tried in adult courts, and many states are reforming sentencing laws and expanding access to age-appropriate transition services upon reentry. To build on these efforts, Congress should reauthorize the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 to increase protections for youth and limit the number of minors held in adult jails and prisons. Reauthorizing this legislation would “promote evidence-based practices, quality education, and trauma-informed care for incarcerated youth, while reducing punishments for things such as breaking curfew and truancy.”

G. Creating Opportunities Through the My Brother’s Keeper Initiative and the Council on Women and Girls

In 2014, I launched the My Brother’s Keeper (MBK) initiative to help all young people reach their full potential, no matter what their background or the circumstances into which they were born. For almost three years, the MBK Task Force has been focused on promoting policies that will help connect young people to mentoring, support networks, and the skills they need to find a good job or go to college. Through this work, we’ve been able to make some significant progress at the federal level to promote community-oriented policing practices, improve trust between law enforcement and the communities they serve, and reform the juvenile and criminal justice systems to limit unnecessary interactions with law enforcement while providing alternatives to incarceration and enforcing the rights of incarcerated youth to a quality education. For instance, in 2015, the Departments of Justice and Education established the “Second Chance Pell” pilot program, enabling incarcerated Americans to receive Pell Grants to finance postsecondary education and training. And we’ve also helped eliminate barriers to reentry through fair chance hiring practices.

less likely to receive the necessary therapeutic and rehabilitative services than they would in juvenile residential facilities.”).
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How communities across the country have responded to the MBK initiative is just as promising as the work itself. In September 2014, we launched the MBK Community Challenge and called on communities to develop their own comprehensive plans to expand opportunities for young people — plans that should ensure children are able to succeed in school, graduate, get a job, and stay safe from violent crime. Nearly 250 cities, towns, counties, and tribal nations, representing all fifty states, have accepted the challenge, met with local stakeholders to design these kinds of plans, and started taking steps to implement them. For example, in Detroit, Michigan, a new initiative matches police officers, who serve as mentors, with baseball and softball teams. In New York, leaders inspired by MBK are pursuing an evidence-based literary intervention program for elementary school students and are helping to connect thousands of students transitioning into middle school or high school with mentors. In Indianapolis, Indiana, the city has encouraged input from a variety of officials and community leaders to develop action plans to improve youth outcomes.

In addition, the White House Council on Women and Girls (CWG) has sought to highlight the unique challenges facing women and girls in the criminal justice system. In 2014, the CWG published *Women and Girls of Color: Addressing Challenges and Expanding Opportunity* to ensure that policies and programs across the federal government advance outcomes for all women and girls, including those of color.

---
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and from marginalized communities.\footnote{See The White House Council on Women & Girls, Women and Girls of Color: Addressing Challenges and Expanding Opportunity (2014), https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/cwg_women_and_girls_of_color_report_122014.pdf [https://perma.cc/C4X8-65J].} Girls and young women represent a growing share of juvenile arrests and delinquencies. As a subsequent report highlighted, the most common offenses for which girls are arrested include running away and truancy, behaviors that are also “the most common symptoms or outcomes of trauma and abuse.”\footnote{See, e.g., Rights4Girls, Domestic Child Sex Trafficking and African American Girls, http://rights4girls.org/wp-content/uploads/14g/2015/02/af-am-girls-trafficking-july-2016.pdf [https://perma.cc/FH34-Z5S2].} In addition, studies suggest that African American girls are trafficked at younger ages and witness and experience multiple forms of violence at higher rates.\footnote{See The White House Council on Women & Girls, Advancing Equity for Women and Girls of Color 5 (2015), https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/documents/ADVANCING_EQUITY_FOR_WOMEN_AND_GIRLS_OF_COLOR_REPORT.pdf [https://perma.cc/L6RA-JB37].} My Administration has taken a series of actions to make improvements for all youth, including girls and young women of color, beginning with a focus on evidence-based programs that emphasize the importance of second chances.\footnote{See supra note 258 (stressing the importance of “[e]nhancing programmatic responses by integrating evidence-based trauma-informed and trauma-sensitive perspectives into youth serving systems and organizations,” id. at 6, and expanding data collection to gain “a better understanding of the population of those affected through research and the release of data disaggregated by race, gender, and other variables,” id. at 6–7).} 

IV. WORK UNSHIFTED

Even as I am proud of what we accomplished, I am aware of how much work is left unfinished. Our criminal justice system took a long time to build and will take a long time to change. Here are commonsense steps that I am hopeful could be accomplished in the next few years, especially because they reflect compelling policy arguments and engender broad consensus.\footnote{The White House and the Presidency do not exist in a political vacuum, and the politics around criminal justice reform can often be challenging. Even as long-term trends in violent crime are on the decline, there will inevitably be some areas that experience an uptick in violent crime, giving rise to understandable and legitimate fears in the community and political risks to the momentum behind reform.}

A. Pass Sentencing Reform Legislation

We still need to pass meaningful sentencing reform legislation. No number of commutations will ever achieve lasting structural reform of our sentencing laws, and there remains too much bipartisan goodwill and cooperation on this issue to let progress stall. The Sentencing Re-
form and Corrections Act, discussed above, would be a good start. The bill would represent a historic step forward and demonstrate continued bipartisan commitment on this issue, affecting thousands of current inmates and making the system fairer well into the future. In addition, it is vitally important that we accelerate the trend in favor of sentencing reform at the state and local levels through the kinds of thoughtful, evidence-based reforms promoted by JRI. We have seen these reforms work in so many states across the country, and each state that pushes forward with positive results makes it easier for others to follow.

B. Take Commonsense Steps to Reduce Gun Violence

We also need to do everything we can to keep our children and communities safe from gun violence. Addressing the country after mass shootings has been one of the most frustrating and disheartening responsibilities of being President — and it’s something I’ve had to do far too often. The names of so many places that should be remembered for their great contributions and strong communities — places like Tucson, Aurora, Newtown, Charleston, and Orlando — still conjure up for me the deep sadness of so much unnecessary violence and loss.

There should be no mistake that gun violence is an epidemic playing out across the country every day. Over the past decade alone, more than 100,000 people have been killed as a result of gun violence — and millions more have been victims of assaults, robberies, and other crimes involving a gun. Over the same period, nearly 200,000 of our neighbors, friends, and family have committed suicide with a gun. Hundreds of law enforcement officers have been shot to death protecting their communities. And too many

---


263 According to the most recent data available through WISQARS, there were 190,752 suicides by firearm between 2005 and 2014. Id. (numbers obtained by searching for firearm suicides from 2005 to 2014 in the Fatal Injury Reports database).

264 According to the most recent data available through WISQARS, there were 6026 unintentional deaths by firearm between 2005 and 2014 — 968 of which were of children under the age of 18. Id. (numbers obtained by searching for unintentional firearm deaths from ages 0 to 17 in the Fatal Injury Reports database). Over the same period, more than 8500 children under the age of
children have been killed or injured by firearms, often by accident. We have a responsibility to come together as a country to address this epidemic.

I’ve tried to remind the country of how much common ground we can find on these issues. After a tragic shooting, we always come together to wrap those who are grieving with our prayers and love. But as I’ve said many times: “[O]ur thoughts and prayers are not enough.” They alone won’t “capture the heartache and grief and anger we should feel,” and they do “nothing to prevent this carnage from being inflicted someplace else in America.” We have a responsibility to act. And like the vast majority of Americans — including the vast majority of gun owners — I believe we can take common-sense steps to reduce gun violence that are consistent with the Second Amendment.

As an Administration, we’ve made some meaningful progress on keeping guns out of the wrong hands through background checks — whether it’s making clear that anyone in the business of selling firearms must get a license and conduct background checks, or dedicating more resources to ensuring those background checks are conducted on time. We’ve also jumpstarted the development of smart gun tech-
As long as we’ve got technology to prevent a criminal from stealing and using your smartphone, then we should be able to prevent the wrong person — including kids — from pulling the trigger on a gun.

But there’s a great deal of work left to be done. Congress should pass the kinds of commonsense reforms supported by most of the American people — from investing in access to mental health care, to expanding background checks, to making it possible to keep guns out of the hands of suspected terrorists. The actions we take won’t prevent every act of violence — but if even one life is spared, they will have been well worth it.

C. Address Opioid Misuse and Addiction as a Public Health Issue

Opioid use disorder, or addiction to prescription opioid pain relievers or heroin, is a disease that touches too many of our communities — big and small, urban and rural — and devastates families, all while straining the capacity of law enforcement and the health care system. Each year, more Americans die from drug overdoses than from traffic accidents, and more than three out of five of these deaths involve an opioid. Since 1999, sales of prescription opioid pain medications have quadrupled. In 2012, 259 million prescriptions were written for these drugs, which is more than enough to give every American adult their own bottle of pills. As their use has increased, so has their misuse. At the same time, we’ve seen a dramatic rise in the use

---


of heroin, which belongs to the same class of drugs as opioid painkillers.\textsuperscript{276} In fact, four in five new heroin users started out by misusing prescription drugs and then transitioned to heroin.\textsuperscript{277}

My Administration has worked to combat this epidemic through targeted enforcement activities; funding new and unprecedented networks of law enforcement and public health partnerships to address the heroin threat; targeting heroin and prescription opioid traffickers and the illegal opioid supply chain; and thwarting doctor-shopping and disrupting so-called “pill mills.”\textsuperscript{278}

At the same time, my Administration has been very clear that the opioid epidemic is a public health problem that requires a public health response. That is why we are working with physicians, nurses, pharmacists, and others to improve opioid prescribing practices and reduce opportunities for misuse of opioids.\textsuperscript{279} As part of this effort, doctors, dentists, advanced-practice registered nurses, physician assistants, physical therapists, and educators have committed to opioid prescriber training.\textsuperscript{280} And at a White House meeting in April 2016, more than sixty medical schools, nearly two hundred nursing schools, and more than fifty pharmacy schools committed to prescriber training.\textsuperscript{281} We also continue to support communities across America in ridding their medicine cabinets of unused or outdated prescription drugs, to reduce the opportunities for misuse. National Take Back Days provide a safe, convenient, and responsible way of disposing of unneeded prescription drugs.\textsuperscript{282}

We’re also working with law enforcement to help people get into treatment instead of into jail. We have expanded access to substance use disorder treatment through the Affordable Care Act.\textsuperscript{283} We have invested in getting first responders the tools they need, like the opioid
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overdose reversal drug naloxone, to help them respond to the opioid crisis in their communities.284 We have changed the rules to allow more types of health care providers to provide evidence-based opioid treatment, called medication-assisted treatment, to more patients.285

It is imperative that we continue to make progress on these issues in the years ahead by investing in evidence-based treatment programs that save money and lives, all at a fraction of the cost of building new prisons. Millions of Americans are already in recovery from opioid and other substance use disorders because they got the treatment and care they needed. In passing the 21st Century Cures Act286 in December 2016, Congress provided $1 billion in new funding that I called for in my budget to expand treatment for those with an opioid use disorder.287 Now the crucial next step is putting those resources to work so that every American who wants treatment can get it and start on the road to recovery.

D. Strengthen Forensic Science and Identify Wrongful Convictions

Contrary to the perception on TV dramas, forensic science disciplines are subject to varying degrees of uncertainty and misinterpretation. A 2009 report from the National Academy of Sciences brought to light many of the challenges that the forensic sciences face in reliability and validity.288 Continuing advancements in DNA analysis and other forensic science disciplines will improve the reliability of forensic evidence and assure that justice is served, both in contributing to the convictions of perpetrators of crimes and in exonerating those falsely accused or wrongfully convicted.

My Administration has supported a wide range of research and policy initiatives to strengthen the forensic sciences, spanning disciplines from DNA analysis and fingerprints, to tire and tread marks, ballistics, handwriting, trace-evidence and toxicological analyses, and digital evidence.289 In 2013, DOJ and the Commerce Department’s National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) established the first-ever National Commission on Forensic Science, a federal advisory committee to provide recommendations on how to strengthen the val-
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idity and reliability of the forensic sciences. In response to recommendations from the Commission, DOJ announced several actions it will take to improve its policies, including requiring the Department’s forensic labs to obtain and maintain accreditation and requiring all Department prosecutors to use accredited labs to process forensic evidence when practicable within the next five years. 290

In 2015, NIST established a $20 million Forensic Science Center of Excellence at Iowa State University to solidify the statistical foundation for disciplines including fingerprint, firearm, tool mark, and other pattern-based evidence analyses. 291 NIST also administers, in collaboration with DOJ, the Organization of Scientific Area Committees for Forensic Science, a collaborative body of more than 500 forensic practitioners and other experts working to develop consensus-based forensic science standards and guidelines. In the last year, the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology has also focused on these important issues. 293

The FBI not only supports forward-looking forensic-science research and technology development, but has also undertaken an unprecedented examination of previous casework and testimony. In 2012 the FBI, assisted by the Innocence Project and the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, launched a review of testimony about microscopic hair evidence. 294 This review was the result of a series of high-profile exonerations of wrongfully convicted individuals that indicated that testimony exceeded the scientific capabilities of the technique. 295 The FBI reviewed more than 21,000 cases in which the
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FBI provided testimony on microscopic hair analysis between 1972 and 1999. This review helped lead to at least two exonerations, with several cases still pending. Earlier this year, DOJ also established a Forensic Science Discipline Review to institutionalize quality assurance in the practice of other forensic science disciplines across the Department.

Strengthening the forensic sciences is a complex challenge that will continue to require work and a sustained commitment on the part of the federal government as well as the broader forensic science, legal, and judicial communities. Ongoing work to develop a research and development agenda for the forensic sciences will require the continued collaboration of federal, state, local, and tribal governments; academia; law enforcement; and industry experts to advance the scientific underpinnings of the forensic evidence and analyses used in courtrooms around the country.

E. Improve Criminal Justice Data Collection

My Administration has taken significant steps to improve the collection and release of criminal justice data, but we continue to have too little information to inform our policies. The Uniform Crime Report (UCR) is the leading source for National Crime Data. Historically, the UCR has relied primarily on the Summary Reporting System, which collects an aggregate monthly tally of crimes in just ten offense categories. But for decades there has been a more comprehensive and detailed collection, the National Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS), that has not been used broadly. NIBRS significantly improves the quality of our crime data by providing much richer details, including the date, time, location, and circumstance of the crime as well as characteristics about the victim and offender and any relationship between them. Yet only about a third of the nation’s law enforcement agencies, covering 30% of the U.S. population, report to the

FBI using NIBRS.\textsuperscript{300} It is critically important to get the rest of the nation reporting in the same way. Four major law enforcement organizations — the International Association of Chiefs of Police, the Major Cities Chiefs Association, the Major County Sheriffs’ Association, and the National Sheriffs’ Association — recognize the importance of better crime data and have agreed that NIBRS should be the sole method of collecting data.\textsuperscript{301} DOJ’s Office of Justice Programs is currently working with DOJ FBI’s Criminal Justice Information Services Division to further improve NIBRS and to help states and localities move to NIBRS by 2021.\textsuperscript{302}

As Attorney General Lynch has argued, we also need accurate and comprehensive data on the use of force by law enforcement.\textsuperscript{303} While it is clear that most interactions between law enforcement and civilians do not involve any use of force, it is important to ensure that every use of force is necessary and legal. The enactment of the Death in Custody Reporting Act of 2013\textsuperscript{304} and the Department of Justice’s efforts to implement that law\textsuperscript{305} will help us monitor how many people die while incarcerated or detained, but every use of force is significant and should be understood and measured. In order for us to better understand when, how, and against whom force is used, the FBI has announced that it is going to start collecting use-of-force data\textsuperscript{306}. It is crucial that we paint an accurate picture of what is actually happening. This voluntary collection has the potential to make the use of force even more rare and the devastating consequences of force even less likely.

\section*{F. Restore the Right to Vote of Those Who Have Paid Their Debt to Society}

More than six million Americans — disproportionately people of color — cannot vote because of a felony conviction that disenfran-
chises them. Of these, half reside in just twelve states that restrict voting rights even for those who have completed their prison sentence and are no longer under correctional supervision. As I’ve said before: “[I]f folks have served their time, and they’ve reentered society, they should be able to vote.” That is important to help those released from prison truly return as citizens. One of the most important rights in a democracy is the right to vote and participate in self-governance, and we should not be denying that right to those who have paid their debt to society.

G. Make Better Use of Technology to Promote Trust in Law Enforcement

Among the most significant of the recommendations of my Task Force on 21st Century Policing were insights on how jurisdictions could utilize technologies such as body-worn cameras to improve community trust, transparency, and accountability. Body-worn cameras have been proven to have several benefits for law enforcement agencies, officers, and the community, and my Administration has been an early proponent of expanded use. U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) was an early federal proponent of the use of body-worn cameras. In several research studies, body-worn cameras are shown to help decrease reported complaints about officers. In Rialto, California, community reports against law enforcement officers dropped nearly 88% after officers began using body-worn cameras. Likewise, complaints about Phoenix Police Department officers decreased by 23% once the department’s officers began using body-worn
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cameras, while other precincts whose officers did not use cameras saw a 45% increase in complaints during the same time frame.314

There is also emerging research that body-worn cameras can provide evidence for criminal prosecution. In the same study of the Phoenix Police Department, researchers found that domestic violence cases were more likely to be prosecuted and result in guilty verdicts when the officers at the scene were wearing cameras.315 Issues of law enforcement accountability and community trust cannot be addressed solely through providing officers with body-worn cameras and asking them to activate their devices. As the Task Force described in its recommendations, this technology must be implemented (and the footage obtained stored) in cooperation with thoughtful policies, initiatives, and technological safeguards to ensure that civil rights are upheld, privacy interests are respected, and cameras are part of a cost-effective approach to transparency and public safety.316 Departments whose officers are using body-worn cameras must also institute substantial community engagement efforts to help demonstrate to the public the necessity of the cameras and promote open communication about what the videos show.

My Administration has invested millions of dollars in not only deploying thousands of body-worn cameras to our law enforcement officers, but also promoting research and education so we can identify and scale the programs and policies that best enable our law enforcement officers to serve their communities and promote public safety. We built a comprehensive Body-Worn Camera Toolkit317 to help communities implement body-worn camera programs. The federal government and our state and local partners must continue to work together to ensure that adequate funding is provided for body-worn cameras for the women and men that police our cities and towns. Government officials, law enforcement leadership and officers, advocates, and community members will also need to continue this dialogue as the technology of body-worn cameras evolves so that law enforcement can most effectively utilize this technology in ways that benefit departments and the communities they serve.

315 Id. at 10.
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CONCLUSION

There is so much work to be done. Yet I remain hopeful that together, we are moving in the right direction. Crime remains near historic lows, prison populations are decreasing, taxpayer dollars are being better spent, and more Americans are landing on their feet and taking advantage of the second chances they’ve earned. It’s critical we build on this in the ways I’ve outlined above. But at the end of the day, those entrusted with influence over the direction of the criminal justice system must also remember that reform is about more than the dollars we spend and the data we collect. How we treat those who have made mistakes speaks to who we are as a society and is a statement about our values — about our dedication to fairness, equality, and justice, and about how to protect our families and communities from harm, heal after loss and trauma, and lift back up those among us who have earned a chance at redemption.
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